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a b s t r a c t
Diffusion MRI is a non-invasive method that potentially gives insight into the brain's white matter structure
regarding the pathway of connections and properties of the axons.
Here, we propose a novel global tractography method named Plausibility Tracking that provides the most
plausible pathway, modeled as a smooth spline curve, between two locations in the brain. Compared to other
tractography methods, plausibility tracking combines the more complete connectivity pattern of probabilistic
tractography with smooth tracks that are globally optimized using the ﬁber orientation density function and
hence is relatively robust against local noise and error propagation. It has been tested on phantom and biological
data and compared to other methods of tractography. Plausibility tracking provides reliable local directions all
along the ﬁber pathways which makes it especially interesting for tract-based analysis in combination with direction dependent indices of diffusion MRI.
In order to demonstrate this potential of plausibility tracking, we propose a framework for the assessment and
comparison of diffusion derived tissue properties. This framework comprises atlas-guided parameterization of
tract representation and advanced bundle-speciﬁc indices describing ﬁber density, ﬁber spread and white matter
complexity. We explore the new method using real data and show that it allows for a more speciﬁc interpretation
of the white matter's microstructure compared to rotationally invariant indices derived from the diffusion tensor.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) is a noninvasive technique to evaluate microstructural properties of the brain.
It is based on MRI sequences that measure the direction dependent diffusion of water molecules within biological tissue. Structures like cell
membranes, myelin sheaths and ﬁlaments act as barriers that hinder
or restrict this movement and lead to anisotropic diffusion proﬁles
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MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.
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(Beaulieu, 2002). Depending on the type of tissue and the employed
imaging protocol, the dMRI measurements are sensitive to particular aspects of the diffusion propagator, which gives the probability of a particle
diffusing from one point to another within a certain time (for a detailed
explanation refer, e.g., to Jones et al., 2013). Different local models for
the diffusion propagator have been introduced, ranging from the simple
diffusion tensor (Basser et al., 1994) to more sophisticated expressions
that, to a certain extent, differentiate between the diffusion of different
ﬁber bundles within one voxel (Aganj et al., 2010; Assaf et al., 2004;
Behrens et al., 2007; Schultz and Seidel, 2008; Tuch, 2004; Wedeen
et al., 2000; for a review see Alexander, 2005). Alternatively, explicit
models of microstructural properties can be used, such as the ﬁber
orientation density function (fODF) computed by spherical deconvolution
(SD) (Dell'Acqua et al., 2007; Descoteaux et al., 2009; Kaden et al., 2008;
Tournier et al., 2004, 2007) or various models for the axonal diameter
distribution (Assaf et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011a,b).
For the most part, dMRI is used to characterize long-range white
matter ﬁber tracts that connect cortical and subcortical gray matter
areas. There are two principal approaches. First, one may map voxelbased indices derived from the local (i.e., voxel-wise) dMRI signal
(Jones et al., 2005), which are sensitive to some aspects of the microstructural properties and spatial arrangement of nerve ﬁbers as well
as other white matter elements (e.g., oligodendrocytes). The by far
most commonly used such index is the fractional anisotropy (FA)
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introduced by Basser and Pierpaoli (1996). Standard mapping methods
include voxel-based analysis (VBA) (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) and
region or atlas-based analysis (Faria et al., 2010; Snook et al., 2007). Second, diffusion tractography (Mori and van Zijl, 2002) interprets the local
diffusion signal in terms of ﬁber directions and then integrates this information over voxels, thereby generating ﬁber pathways
between different brain regions. Major types of tractography algorithms
include deterministic tractography that always follows the most probable ﬁber direction (Descoteaux et al., 2009; Lazar et al., 2003; Malcolm
et al., 2009; Mori and van Zijl, 2002; Tournier et al., 2012; for a review,
see, Lenglet et al., 2009), probabilistic tractography estimating a distribution of possible pathways (Anwander et al., 2007; Behrens et al., 2003;
Jeurissen et al., 2011; Kaden et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2002) and various
global tractography methods (Jbabdi et al., 2007; Kreher et al., 2008).
While mapping of indices readily provides an overview on microstructural properties of the tissue (as far as the dMRI signal does provide
this information – for a critical review, see Jones et al., 2013) – any
assignment to connections between particular brain regions remains
rather vague. Tractography, on the other hand, yields speciﬁc information on the existence and the course of ﬁber connections (again, within
certain limits, see Jones et al., 2013), without yielding straightforward
information on tissue properties other than ﬁber direction.
It is fairly obvious to look for combinations of both methods, that is,
to map indices onto reconstructed ﬁber pathways, in order to achieve
the best possible characterization of a connection. Such tract-based
analysis (TBA) techniques have been proposed before and range from
simple averaging of the FA over the ﬁber tract volume (Lebel et al.,
2008) to more sophisticated parameterization along the tracts (e.g.,
Corouge et al., 2006).
However, there are several potential shortcomings in such algorithms. First, most of today's methods focus on rotationally invariant
indices derived from the diffusion tensor (Basser et al., 1994), as they
are fairly sensitive to changes and differences in tissue properties and
relatively easy to handle. The downside of these and similar indices is
that they are rather unspeciﬁc with respect to their possible underlying
microstructural traits and that they disregard part of the information
contained in modern high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI)
(Frank, 2002; Tuch, 2002). While there are a number of sophisticated
approaches aiming at the estimation of speciﬁc microstructural traits,
such as axonal density and axonal caliber, from dMRI (Alexander
et al., 2010; Assaf et al., 2004, 2008; Zhang et al., 2011a,b), these usually
require non-standard acquisition schemes that might not always ﬁt into
the routine of neuroscientiﬁc research and clinical practice. Recently,
however, there have been some attempts to deﬁne more informative
indices even on the basis of standard HARDI data (Dell'Acqua et al.,
2013; Riffert et al., 2012; Savadjiev et al., 2013; Sotiropoulos et al.,
2012; Zhang et al., 2012), estimating properties like ﬁber density, ﬁber
spread and ﬁber arrangement complexity.
Second, most of the commonly used tractography algorithms,
both probabilistic (Behrens et al., 2003) and deterministic (Mori and
van Zijl, 2002), are sequential procedures that suffer from error accumulation and increasing uncertainty especially over longer distances (Jones,
2010). In particular, weaker pathways that are dominated by larger crossing bundles may be difﬁcult to reconstruct. A promising alternative is the
use of global tractography techniques that do not iteratively integrate the
local diffusion information, but instead use other principles, such as self
organization of small elements (Fillard et al., 2009; Kreher et al., 2008;
Reisert et al., 2011), Hough transform (Aganj et al., 2011) and the solution
of the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman equation (Melonakos et al., 2007; Pichon
et al., 2005). A particularly insightful and promising approach involves parameterized (usually spline based) representations of pathways between
predeﬁned endpoints, which are then ﬁtted to the diffusion data (Jbabdi
et al., 2007; Tuch, 2002). For a comparison of deterministic, probabilistic
and global tractography, see (Bastiani et al., 2012).
The third problem of many current TBA methods lies in the fact that all
long-range ﬁber-tracts have crossings with other tracts. Even if the

tractography technique used can disentangle these crossings without
problems, the mapped indices are not a good representation of the properties of the tract of interest anymore. This is especially relevant, if the volume fraction of the tract of interest is small, that is, if the crossing ﬁbers
dominate the diffusion signal. On the other hand, modern local models
of the diffusion propagator (for example, constrained spherical
deconvolution ((CSD); Tournier et al., 2007) allow, within certain limits,
for the disentanglement of the properties of multiple crossing ﬁber populations and thereby enable the deﬁnition of direction dependent and bundle speciﬁc indices (Raffelt et al., 2012; Riffert et al., 2012, under review;
Sotiropoulos et al., 2012). In consequence, in each voxel several indices
may be available and one can select the one that belongs to the tract of interest and assess how well it corresponds to that tract.
Based on the above considerations, we developed a new global
tractography method called plausibility tracking and use it in a framework for the non-invasive characterization of white matter ﬁber
connections in the human brain. This framework allows characterizing
axonal connections with ﬁber bundle speciﬁc indices that potentially
provide more speciﬁc information about the tissue microstructure
than indices of the diffusion tensor, but requires reliable local directions
all along the pathway, which are provided by our new tractography
method. Plausibility tracking describes, according to the underlying
dMRI data, the most plausible pathway between two deﬁned regions
in the brain. In contrast to many existing tractography methods, it
provides a reliable local direction of the ﬁber bundle of interest in
every location. This allows using direction dependent and population
speciﬁc local indices to be mapped onto the tract. Our hypothesis
is that these indices provide a more speciﬁc characterization of the
tissue microstructure along pathways than it would be possible with
rotationally invariant indices. In order to keep our framework applicable
to standard clinical and scientiﬁc settings, we here restrict ourselves to
indices computed from single shell HARDI data, but other more sophisticated indices may be easily incorporated. As a result, we can characterize a particular connection between gray matter areas by its most likely
pathway and by local estimates of microstructural traits while minimizing contamination by unrelated ﬁber populations. Moreover, plausibility tracking offers a convenient way to assess the appropriateness, or
plausibility, of an estimated tract in the light of the data.
The paper is organized as follows. In the chapter Materials and
methods we describe in detail the novelties and implementation of
our framework. The Results section is subdivided into validation of the
proposed tractography method and an application example, featuring
comparison of direction dependent indices along the inferior longitudinal
fasciculus (ILF) between children and adults. Finally, the method and
results are discussed in the last chapter.
Materials and methods
Our method consists of six steps: dMRI preprocessing, local modeling, computation of indices, plausibility tracking, mapping of indices
onto the ﬁber bundles and statistical evaluation.
For the validation of plausibility tracking on human data and the tractbased analysis, we used data from nine children (ﬁve girls, mean age
7.0 years, stddev 1.1) and nine adults (ﬁve female, 27.8 years, stddev
2.7) previously presented by Brauer et al. (2011, 2013). The data were acquired on a Siemens 3 T Trio scanner with 1.7 mm isotropic voxel size,
GRAPPA acceleration factor 2, 3 × 60 diffusion directions and a b-value
of 1000 s/mm2 and 21 images without diffusion weighting (b0 images).
Anatomical images were acquired with T1 and T2 in 1 mm resolution.
All subjects were right handed and healthy. Written informed consent
was obtained from the participants in accordance with the ethical approval from the University of Leipzig. Children gave verbal assent prior to scanning and written consent was obtained from their parent or guardian. In
order to minimize effects due to different brain sizes, we chose adults
with relatively small heads. A t-test revealed no signiﬁcant difference in
brain size between children and adults (p = 0.45).
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Preprocessing
Before processing the data, dMRI volumes corrupted by movement
of the participants were removed from the datasets. First, an automatic
method was used to remove volumes of low quality. The algorithm was
based on the fact that motion during the acquisition attenuates the
signal in a slice. Usually the average voxel intensity of two consecutive
slices (interleaved acquisition) does not change much. Only when
motion extinguishes the signal in parts of a slice does its average voxel
intensity differ greatly from its neighbors' and indicates corruption of
the volume. In a following control step, visual inspection of the datasets
ensured the satisfactory quality of the remaining data. The datasets used
for further analysis have 185 to 198 out of 201 volumes.
Distortions from eddy currents were sufﬁciently suppressed by the
double spin echo sequence used for the acquisition of the diffusion
weighted images so that no explicit correction was necessary.
The complete analysis described in this publication was performed
on 1 mm isotropic voxel size. We chose this resolution as a compromise
between accuracy and speed, where all indices were computed in advance voxel by voxel and accessed through nearest-neighbor interpolation from then on. This reduces the computational cost of recurring
interpolation during the optimization process (see below) dramatically,
but provides ﬁner grained information than the original 1.7 mm voxel
size. To avoid multiple interpolation operations on the diffusion weighted images, motion correction, alignment with the MNI coordinate
system (Collins et al., 1998) as well as interpolation to 1 mm isotropic
voxel size were performed in a single step. Best results were achieved
through the following protocol: perform motion correction on the original dMRI data using FSL (Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009)
(http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fsl-4.1.9), separate background from the
dMRI volumes and compute an FA map, rigidly align this FA map with
an FA map (FMRIB58_FA_1mm.nii.gz) in MNI space and transform the
average b0 image accordingly, align all dMRI volumes to the b0 image
and correct the gradient vectors with the same transformation. This
removed the volume-shifting and afﬁne distortion effects of subject
movements and resampled the diffusion data to 1 mm isotropic voxel
size in one step. The eddy current distortions were sufﬁciently suppressed by the double spin echo sequence used for the acquisition so
that no explicit correction was necessary.
The brain region was determined using FSL's brain extraction tool
(bet). A Student's t-test revealed no signiﬁcant difference in brain
volume between children and adults (p = 0.45). The diffusion tensor
indices FA, RD and AD were computed using the FSL software package
(dtiﬁt).
We deﬁned a mask for the white matter region in order to restrict
the analysis to that region. Standard approaches either apply a threshold on the FA map or compute a white matter probability map from
the anatomical T1 weighted image. Here, we used a combined method.
Due to non-linear distortions in the dMRI datasets caused by susceptibility artifacts, computing the white matter mask based on the T1
weighted image would result in a map that is not perfectly aligned
with the diffusion data. Thresholding the FA map holds the risk of producing holes in crossing regions where the FA values are low. We
applied SPM's segmentation algorithm (Ashburner and Friston, 2005)
to the FA map. As the FA map is perfectly aligned with the diffusion
data and the segmentation and registration algorithm incorporates
not only intensity but also spatial information, this method results in
highly reliable white matter probability maps that can be thresholded
to obtain the white matter mask as shown in Fig. 1.
Local modeling
We used CSD as implemented in MRtrix (Tournier et al., 2012) to
compute the fODF (http://www.brain.org.au/software/mrtrix). In this
approach, the fODF is obtained by deconvolving the diffusion signal
attenuation with a kernel that represents the attenuation due to a

Fig. 1. Outline of the white matter mask obtained from segmentation of FA map.

population of parallel ﬁbers. To regularize the results, CSD introduces
a positivity constraint on the fODF amplitudes. Unlike methods approximating the diffusion propagator, (constrained) spherical deconvolution
gives a measure that is directly related to the axonal ﬁber conﬁguration
(Leergaard et al., 2010; Leuze et al., 2014). For this approach it is necessary to have some knowledge of the signal attenuation that would be
generated from completely parallel ﬁbers (deconvolution kernel). The
voxels that are used to compute this kernel response should be chosen
from regions where all axonal ﬁbers within one voxel run in the same
direction. We computed a white matter skeleton for every individual
subject based on its FA map using TBSS/FSL software (Smith et al.,
2006). From this skeleton, only the 300 voxels with the highest FA within the given range (0.5–0.9) that were located within the corpus
callosum region were chosen. The lower threshold ensured that the
mono-directionality of the ﬁbers and voxels with FA N 0.9 were removed because such high values indicate the possibility of being affected by an imaging artifact. In the following, we will call the voxels that
are used to compute the kernel response kernel voxels.
In order to compare indices across subjects, a common kernel is
required. Otherwise, subject speciﬁc characteristics might be coded
into the kernel and neglected in the comparison. We computed the
CSD coefﬁcients for the kernel response directly from a tensor that is
by deﬁnition axially symmetric. For the tensor, the principal eigenvalue
λ1 was calculated by the average of all λ1 values of all kernel voxels
averaged over all subjects. To ensure axial symmetry, the remaining
eigenvalues λ2 and λ3 were set to the same value that was computed
by averaging λ2 and λ3 of the kernel voxels. This led to the following
conﬁguration:
λ1 ¼ 0:0014

λ2 ¼ λ3 ¼ 0:000177 ⇒

FA ¼ 0:86

MD ¼ 0:0006 :

Deviating from the protocol proposed by Tournier (http://www.
brain.org.au/software/mrtrix/tractography/preprocess.html#csd), CSD
was not performed on the diffusion-weighted signal but instead on
the signal attenuation, which is required for the interpretation of the
derived indices. The signal attenuation was obtained by dividing the
diffusion-weighted images by the b0 image.
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Indices based on Bingham functions ﬁtted to the fODF
Indices based on Bingham ﬁts to the fODFs were computed with CSD
of order 6 and are compared with indices derived from the diffusion
tensor. As shown by Descoteaux et al. (2009), applying CSD to dMRI
data with a b-value of 1000 results in spurious peaks for higher orders
than 6. All indices are computed for all subjects in the whole brain.
The three largest ﬁber compartments of each voxel were used; smaller
compartments were considered as noise and ignored.
The following indices proposed by Riffert et al. (under review) were
used:
• The bundle speciﬁc Fiber Density (FD) is the integral of angular ﬁber
densities and is computed by integrating the corresponding Bingham
function. If the number of axons in the kernel voxels is known, FD can
1
be measured absolutely in mm
3 , otherwise FD represents the dimensionless relative ﬁber density compared to the kernel voxels.
• The maximal Angular Fiber Density (AFDmax) in a bundle is the local
maximum of the fODF and is represented by the scaling parameter
of the respective Bingham function. Similar to FD, AFDmax can be mea1
. We do not
sured in mm13 rad or expressed as relative value in the unit rad
directly analyze this index, but use it for the deﬁnition of Fiber Spread
(see below).
• The Fiber Spread (FS) of a ﬁber bundle is measured indirectly and is
deﬁned as the ratio of FD and AFDmax:
FDb
:
ð1Þ
FSb ¼
AFDbmax
It represents the angular width of a uniform distribution with the
amplitude AFDmax. This opening angle can range between 0 and π.
• The Fiber Fraction (FF) describes how dominant (in terms of ﬁber density) the ﬁber bundle of interest is compared to all other ﬁber bundles

in that location. For N (here N ≤ 3) crossing-ﬁber bundles, the ﬁber
fraction of the bundle of interest (b) is deﬁned as

FD
F F b ¼ XN b
FDi :
i¼1

ð2Þ

To exemplify the relationship between these indices and the FA, four
different ﬁber conﬁgurations extracted from real data are visualized as
fODF glyphs and tensors (Fig. 2). The corresponding indices FD, FF, FS
and FA are plotted for the two largest peaks. From the shape of the
tensor and the corresponding FA values alone, it is not possible to distinguish between crossing and fanning ﬁber conﬁgurations. In contrast, the
indices derived from the Bingham functions provide detailed information about the existence of minor ﬁber directions as well as the density
and fanning of ﬁbers within each ﬁber bundle. FD, FF and FS quantify the
different parameters of the ﬁber bundle analog to the visual representation as glyphs.
If the real ﬁber density in the subjects' kernel voxels were known, it
would be possible to multiply this number with the FD value to get an
estimate of the biological ﬁber density in a bundle. Alternatively, a standard value of 3.717 · 105 ﬁbers per mm2 as published by Aboitiz et al.
(1992) is used as approximation. As the absolute density of ﬁbers is
not known in our study and it is difﬁcult to estimate due to missing
information for children, FD is expressed relative to the FD in the kernel
voxels.
Plausibility tracking
Plausibility tracking models the path of a ﬁber tract between two
deﬁned endpoints as a parameterized curve. The endpoints are ﬁxed
but the curve is optimized to describe the most plausible path through

Fig. 2. Comparing indices of different ﬁber conﬁgurations. The top row shows glyphs (purple) and tensors (green) from different areas in the brain of an arbitrary participant. The second
and third rows visualize the indices derived from Bingham ﬁtting for the ﬁrst and second peaks, respectively. To give a comparison, the FA values are visualized in both rows.
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the brain. Possible axonal pathways are modeled with Catmull–Rom
splines (Catmull and Rom, 1974). These are cubic splines that are parameterized solely by the location of control points and hence are fast
and easy to optimize.
The control points can be divided into three different categories as
visualized in Fig. 3. The ﬁrst type comprises the two ﬁxed locations on
the gray–white matter interface whose connecting path is to be determined. In the optimization process, they are constants and not modiﬁed.
The second category comprises the control points along the track. Their
positions and number are ﬂexible. A higher number of control points allows for a more accurate modeling of the path but also bears the risk of
overﬁtting and increases processing time. Finally, there is a pair of two
extra control points outside the curve that are required to deﬁne the
curve's direction at the ﬁxed end locations.
The speed and quality of ﬁnding the optimal parameters for
the spline curve greatly depends on initialization. In the presented
workﬂow, probabilistic tractography is used to get an estimate of the
connecting pathway and to obtain the initial parameters by computing
an average track. Deterministic streamline tractography is not suitable
for this initialization because it follows only the most probable path
and is not capable of describing connections through minor ﬁber bundles. Probabilistic tractography as described above determines the probability of two regions being connected and also ﬁnds connections that
do not follow the major ﬁber bundles (Yo et al., 2009). By deﬁnition,
the tracks obtained from probabilistic tractography are jagged and a single track does not necessarily reﬂect a possible axonal pathway. However, when taking into account multiple tracks that pass through two
regions of interest, the majority of them follow the anatomically expected pathway.
Probabilistic tractography based on CSD is performed using the
MRtrix software package (Tournier et al., 2012). In order to retrieve a
set of probabilistic tracks that describe the connection of two locations
in the brain, only those tracks that pass through both connection points
within a deﬁned radius r of 2.5 mm are selected. At least 11 tracks have
to connect two points in order to render a connection signiﬁcant. To
compute the control points of a spline that describes the average of
the N selected tracks T = {t1,t2,..,tN}, a two-stage procedure is followed.
First, each track ti ∈ T is parameterized along its arc length to deﬁne a
ﬁxed number M of regularly distributed track points Pi = {Pi1, Pi2..,PiM}.
Second, the coordinates of the spline control points C = {c1, c2,..,cM}
are computed by taking the medians of all corresponding track points.
The ﬁxed locations that are the endpoints of the curve deﬁne additional
control points c0 and cM + 1 that will not be modiﬁed during the optimization process. Catmull–Rom splines are cubic splines that are described
by the control points along their path plus two extra control points c−1
and cM+2 that deﬁne the direction at the ﬁxed connection points c0 and
cM+1. These two extra control points are initially set in the linear extrapolation of the ﬁxed connection points and their neighboring control
points. The computation of the control points is explained in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Modeling the connecting pathway using Catmull–Rom splines. Three different
types of control points deﬁne a pathway: the ﬁxed end locations (blue), the control points
on the path (red) and the two outer control points that deﬁne the direction (yellow) at the
end locations.
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After initialization, the spline parameters are optimized. This process
consists of two major components: the metric to evaluate the quality of
the current parameter set and the algorithm that chooses the next parameter set.
The metric in our method computes the current optimization value
based on measurements from CSD. Spherical deconvolution has been
chosen, because the local fODF values are, in theory, proportional to
the density of axonal ﬁbers with respect to the current local direction
and hence provide the required information to estimate the plausibility
of a pathway. Assuming that ﬁbers are organized in bundles, the plausibility of a given local direction depends on the alignment with the bundle directions. The penalty for any deviation from the optimal peak
direction depends on the spread of ﬁbers within the bundle.
 
!
This is achieved by not using the absolute fODF amplitude fODF u
!
in the current
  direction u but instead
 its value relative to its closest
!
!
peak's p u amplitude
  fODF p u . This provides a measure of
!
local plausibility χ u that can be described as
 
!
χ u ¼

 
!
fODF u
   :
!
fODF p u

ð3Þ

 
!
The
of the local plausibility χ u is shown in Fig. 5. As
 computation

!
fODF u is bydeﬁnition
always
smaller
than
 
or equal to the corre!
!
sponding fODF p u , the local plausibility χ u ranges between 0
and 1. The maximal value is reached if the curve's local direction
is
 
!
perfectly aligned with one of the model's peak directions p u . Any
deviation from the closest peak's direction leads to smaller values, depending on the distribution of ﬁber directions modeled in the peaks.
In peaks that represent strongly aligned ﬁber bundles and hence show
a low spread, small directional deviations
lead to strong decreases in
 
!
the obtained value. Vice versa, χ u decreases only moderately if the
distribution of ﬁber directions is widespread and the glyphs have
broad lobes. Even in peaks where the model was not able to distinguish
 
!
two separate directions, reasonable values are obtained, because χ u
can be close to 1 even if the angle
 to the closest peak is relatively large
!
!
(see Fig. 5). The fact that fODF u becomes 1 if u is perfectly aligned

Fig. 4. Initialization based on probabilistic tractography. The method is visualized a) with
real data and b) as a schematic drawing. Control points c for the Catmull–Rom splines are
computed in a multi-stage procedure. Tracks t (yellow/black lines) are parameterized
along their arc length to obtain track points p (green). The coordinates of corresponding
track points p are then averaged to obtain spline control points c (red). Additional spline
control points outside the track (c−1 and cM+2) (yellow) are placed in the linear prolongation of the endpoints c0 and cM+1 (blue).
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Furthermore, the pathway should not be allowed to leave the white
matter area. However, just disqualifying the path as invalid when it
leaves white matter does not provide the optimizer with any information in which direction to search for better
 parameter settings. There!
fore, a modiﬁed plausibility measure χ  u is deﬁned as
 
!
χ u ¼


Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of a glyph with two peaks. The local plausibility value is comput!
ed as the ratio of the fODF
  values of the local ﬁber direction u (yellow) and its correspond!
ing peak direction p u (green). The wider the peak, the slower the plausibility value
decreases with deviation from the peak direction.

with any of the model's peak directions is coherent with our assumption
that the plausibility of a ﬁber direction can also be maximal in minor
ﬁber bundles.
In this context, the difference between probability and plausibility is
that the probability of a track is high if it follows a pathway that potentially many ﬁbers share. The plausibility of a track is characterized by a
maximal accordance with local ﬁber directions. It is therefore proportional to the probability of the track orientation under the condition
that the track belongs to a particular bundle (which can also be a
minor one). Even in a highly unbalanced crossing, we consider it more
plausible that a track continues a less dominant direction than bending
sharply to follow the major ﬁber bundle.
The global plausibility Χ of a pathway
  is then computed as the aver!
age of all local plausibility values Χi u . As the initial parameters of the
splines are already expected to be close to the optimum, a downhill
optimization procedure can be used. Unfortunately, 
gradient
informa
!
tion is not available to guide the optimizer because χ u is not always
continuous. Therefore, we chose a downhill simplex optimization
procedure (Nelder and Mead, 1965) that does not require gradients.
An optimization solely based on the global plausibility Χ is not advisable for two reasons. First, the path might produce loops with sharp
bends. This is handled by adding a term Γ that penalizes excessive curvature of the path. Γ is deﬁned as

Γ¼
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1
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2σ
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where αi(d) is the angle between the tangents of two points on the
curve with distance d (set to 5 mm) from the i-th of n points of the
spline path and σ is set to π/4 and weights the inﬂuence of Γ. This penalizes bends if the angle between the two tangents becomes smaller than
π/4. The Gaussian shape of the penalty function ensures a mild penalty
for marginal undercuts of the given angle but pushes Γ close to 0 if the
angle becomes much smaller.
Another constraint for the optimizer is set for the distribution of
control points. Control points that are very closely spaced might cause
looping artifacts or abrupt bends. In order to ensure a relatively homogenous distribution of control points, another term E has been added that
constrains the minimum distance of two control points. It is deﬁned as
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where D is a set of distances between neighboring control points and σ
being set to 0.2. Again, the Gaussian shape of this penalty function puts a
mild penalty on small irregularities in the distribution of control points
but pushes E close to 0 for a strong inhomogeneity in the distribution.
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where pwm u is the probability of u being in white matter and β is a
!
weighting factor that is set to 10. The decision, whether u is in white
matter or not, is based on a thresholded map of white matter probability. This way, the number of points outside the white matter area and
the distance to the gray–white matter boundary are taken into account.
The optimization value Ω for the path is then computed as


Ω ¼ −Χ  Γ  Ε:

ð7Þ

The algorithm as described above has a number of parameters that
have to be chosen. The values speciﬁed have been evaluated empirically
when testing the algorithm on phantom data and different ﬁber pathways in the human brain. It turned out that the used values for the
parameters of curvature, control point distribution and white matter
probability are applicable for a wide range of ﬁber pathways. They
provide a good compromise for straight and curved pathways and
prevent loops as well as very sharp bends. By contrast, however, the
search radius and the number of required probabilistic streamlines for
the initialization as well as the number of control points depend very
much on the pathway of interest. The number of required probabilistic
streamlines also depends on the desired conﬁdence that a connection
is considered as real and the number of streamlines actually expected
in each region of interest (ROI). The latter is similar to the unsolved problem at which value to threshold maps of probabilistic tractography.
Visual inspection revealed that a minimum of 11 probabilistic streamlines is a good value for the given setup. The search radius ensures
that streamlines that pass close by the deﬁned coordinate can be considered for the connection. The larger the radius, the larger the number of
required probabilistic streamlines should be. The number of control
points depends on the complexity of the shape of the ﬁber pathway
which is difﬁcult to assess in advance. For speciﬁc ﬁber pathways, the
number of control points can be assessed empirically. This can be seen
in Figs. S1 and S2 of the supplementary data where several different
ﬁber bundles have been reconstructed with described parameter values
and the number of control points being the only parameter that has
been adapted. When testing the plausibility of connection between a
ﬁxed location and various distributed other locations it turned out practical to estimate the length of the initial track and set control points
every 15 or 20 mm (as done for Fig. 8).
Mapping indices onto the tracts
Having a local direction in every voxel along the connecting pathway
makes it possible to analyze not only directionally invariant but also direction dependent indices. In order to compare locally corresponding
quantities across subjects, two steps are necessary. First, the pathway
of every subject has to be parameterized or segmented in a reproducible
and comparable manner. Second, the indices have to be accumulated
within their segments for statistical evaluation.
In the method presented here, the parameterization is performed
with an extended version of Corouge's approach (Corouge et al.,
2006). While these authors specify common start and endpoints by
the intersection of the ﬁber tracts with two planes, we deﬁne multiple
intersecting planes (as also suggested by Corouge) along the pathway
and ensure the same number of evenly spaced samples per section
across individuals. This procedure generates the same number of
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Fig. 6. Atlas and tracks of the left inferior longitudinal fasciculus of a single subject. a) The outer sections (blue and red) of an atlas deﬁne the areas for the ﬁxed locations of the tracks
(temporal pole and medial occipital lobe), while sampling of indices takes place only in the four central sections. b) Yellow disks represent the planes between the sections. The colored
stripes on the track indicate corresponding samples that are summarized perpendicular to the pathway's main direction.

samples in every track in all subjects and ensures perpendicular correspondence of samples even along curved pathways. The planes are computed for every subject individually, guided by a purpose-built white
matter volume atlas (see Fig. 6a) that is aligned1 with each subject's
anatomy. This atlas can be generated in any suitable way, depending
on the available information. Here, it was constructed semiautomatically by manually deﬁning seed and inclusion regions on the
ILF on an MNI template (FMRIB58_FA_1mm.nii.gz). These regions
were then transformed to each individual dataset by registration of
the of the FA map with the MNI template. All probabilistic streamlines
from whole brain tractography were extracted for each subject to get
the probabilistic tracks of the ILF. These individual tracks were sampled
to voxel maps which were then transformed back to MNI space and
averaged. Thresholding and dilating the averaged track map resulted
in a binary mask of the pathway. This mask was then divided manually
into roughly equidistant sections, such that the sections are aligned with
interesting features of the tracts, such as crossing areas. Finally the intersection planes for tract parameterization (Fig. 6b) were ﬁtted to the
boundaries between the sections using a support vector machine algorithm (Joachims, 1999).
Similar to Colby and colleagues (Colby et al., 2012), the values of indices along the pathway are sampled for every spline curve at a rate of
20 samples per atlas section (distance between successive points
about 1 mm), thus dividing each section into 20 segments. As a consequence, voxel values from the index maps are potentially considered
several times in the accumulation. This approach effectively causes a
weighting of the index values: voxels that are passed more often by
the modeled ﬁber tracks are considered to be more representative for
the current connection and privileged accordingly.
There are three different types of indices that can be evaluated.
In the simplest case, these are rotationally invariant and bundleindependent values (e.g. FA) that are sensitive to microstructural
properties of the underlying tissue in every voxel. The second type
comprises compartmental (i.e., one value per bundle) indices like FD,
FS and FF. The third category of indices that can be evaluated with the
presented method contains functions of the direction, like the amplitude of the fODF or the local plausibility as used for the plausibility
tracking (see above).
Statistical evaluation of indices
As shown in Fig. 6b, the corresponding samples from all tracks of a
subject form segments across the pathway. The measurement values

1
The registration task is performed with the Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS
http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/) (Avants et al., 2008) that showed high class results
in a comparison of different non-linear registration methods for atlas mapping (Klein
et al., 2009). The FA map that corresponds to the atlas and the individual FA maps serve
as basis for the registration as they are located natively in the diffusion space.

at the sample locations are summarized by calculating the median for
every segment. Consequently, for every index, the medians per segment
and subject are calculated. As these median values are not necessarily
normally distributed across subjects, we chose a non-parametric permutation test (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) that implicitly accounts for
multiple comparisons. After writing the median values to an image
ﬁle, we used the randomise tool implemented in the FSL software
package (Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009) that performs the
non-parametric randomization test. In addition, we also used postprocessing by Threshold-Free-Cluster-Enhancement as described by
Smith and Nichols (2009). Signiﬁcance was deﬁned for p b 0.05,
resulting from two one-sided tests (as there is no a priori knowledge
on the sign of the difference) at p b 0.025 and subsequent Bonferroni
correction.
Application
The presented method was applied to two different ﬁber bundles.
First, in order to demonstrate the explanatory power of the direction dependent indices, they were mapped onto an inter-hemispheric pathway
connecting the left and right Brodmann Area 45 (Brodmann, 1909).
Second, as in the example of the left inferior longitudinal fasciculus
(ILF), we showed how differences between groups of subjects can be
interpreted more speciﬁcally than with the widely used tensor derived
indices.
Results
Plausibility tracking
For validation, plausibility tracking was applied to the phantom of
the FiberCup (Fillard et al., 2011; Poupon et al., 2008) (http://www.
lnao.fr/spip.php?rubrique79). This phantom shows various ﬁber conﬁgurations from parallel and bending to crossing and touching. The
expected ﬁber pathways for this phantom are depicted in Fig. 7a.
For the evaluation of Plausibility Tracking, the data with a b-value of
1500 and a resolution of 3 mm3 were used and interpolated to 1 mm3.
The deconvolution was performed with 6th order and the kernel is
deﬁned by a tensor with the following parameters:
λ1 ¼ 0:00184192

λ2 ¼ λ3 ¼ 0:00111604

⇒

FA ¼ 0:2993 MD ¼ 0:001358 :
These parameters were computed from the 37 voxels with highest
FA. They differ signiﬁcantly from those for human white matter because
the diffusive properties of the plastic ﬁbers used for the phantom are
different from those of axons in the human brain.
In contrast to streamline tractography methods, it is not possible to
start plausibility tracking in a single voxel and see where the track
ends. hence, plausibility tracking was started in the spatial locations
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Fig. 7. Plausibility tracking applied to phantom data. a) Ground truth of ﬁber pathways as described by Fillard et al. (2011) b) Result from Plausibility Tracking. Every spatial location
(green/red) is connected with the locations at the border (blue), only the most plausible pathway for every spatial location is displayed. Except for the spatial location that is colored
red, all most plausible pathways are close to the ground truth.

suggested by the FiberCup and all voxels at the borders of the phantom
were considered as possible connection points. This resulted in many
tracks connecting every spatial location with multiple border voxels.
For a comparison with streamline methods and the ground truth provided by the authors of the FiberCup, only the track with the highest
plausibility for every seed location is selected and shown in Fig. 7b. In
contrast to streamline methods, the tracks generated with plausibility
tracking only track into a single direction so that all tracks where the
spatial location is not placed at the border appears shorter than the
ground truth in Fig. 7a. Except for one track (spatial location marked
in red), all most plausible tracks follow the expected pathway.
A direct quantitative comparison with the methods, which participated in the FiberCup, is not possible because plausibility tracking is
designed to ﬁnd the pathway between two predeﬁned regions and
therefore follows only one direction from the starting point. Consequently, the scoring by the FiberCup's rating software would have
been biased. However, plausibility tracking performs equally well to
the global tractography method published by Reisert et al. (2009) and
the FOD streamline method published by Jeurissen et al. (2009, 2011).
These two methods clearly outscored the other methods at the
FiberCup.
Plausibility tracking was also tested to connect different regions in
the human brain. In order to evaluate the method, we compared it to
both probabilistic and deterministic tractography, both implemented
in MRtrix. We chose three separate points: A in the prefrontal cortex
(PFC), within Brodmann area 45 (BA45) and in the dorsal motor cortex
(MC), all in the left hemisphere of a single subject. Then we computed
the (according to the underlying dMRI data) most plausible connections
with a large number of other points Bi covering the gray-white matter
interface that was reached by probabilistic tractography, excluding locations of the same gyrus in which the corresponding A is located. In the
case of APFC, points BPFC,i were limited to the right PFC to demonstrate
the possibility to focus the analysis on distinct connections.
Plausibility tracks were initialized with a control point distance of
15 mm based on 25,000 probabilistic streamlines started in each of
the voxels containing APFC, ABA45 and AMC, respectively, while the deterministic streamlines were selected from whole-brain tractography performed with MRtrix based on CSD generating 250,000 tracks. In order to
obtain a reasonable number of deterministic tracks, we selected those
intersecting a sphere of radius 3.6 mm around the points APFC, ABA45
and AMC, respectively. Constraining the spheres to the white matter
led to effective volumes of 86 mm3 (PFC), 149 mm3 (BA45) and
178 mm3 (MC).

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of probabilistic tractography, deterministic streamline tractography and Plausibility Tracking. Note that here, for
the purpose of comparison, the probabilistic tractography is represented
as a collection of streamlines rather than, as is common practice, a
visitation map. This implies that no thresholding is applied. For some
connections, the results of the three methods look quite similar for example when considering connections with AMC as shown in Fig. 8. In
other areas, it is possible to ﬁnd connections in a much wider range
using plausibility tracking compared to deterministic tractography.
More speciﬁcally, plausibility tracking ﬁnds connections to more locations within a single target area as well as to more different target
areas compared to deterministic tractography. For example, when
studying the connections of the primary motor cortex (Fig. 8, middle
row), plausibility tracking shows connections to large parts of both lateral and dorsal contralateral motor cortex, while deterministic tracking
connects only a small spot in the lateral region, which is implausible
both on anatomical and methodological grounds. Anatomically, such a
one-to-one connection seems highly unlikely in the light of the complex
motor actions to be executed. Methodologically, the uncertainty in
the local models and the limited resolution of the data do not allow
for such a precision of connectivity over a long distance (Jones et al.,
2013). As a second example, for BA45, plausibility tracking recovers
rich heterotopic transcallosal connections, which are likely to exist on
the grounds of functional connectivity and lesion evidence (e.g.,
Turken and Dronkers, 2011), while deterministic tractography fails to
reveal any transcallosal connection.
On the other hand plausibility tracking removes many tracks that
obscure the ﬁber bundles in probabilistic tractography. These tracks
may have low plausibility scores or do not connect the predeﬁned
regions. For example, for the tracks starting in the motor cortex
(Fig. 8, middle row), there are clearly tracks jumping over to the cingulum and the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), which is physiologically implausible. Likewise, for the BA45 and prefrontal starting points,
probabilistic tractography seems to unspeciﬁcally connect almost the
entire brain.
Unfortunately, lacking a comprehensive ground truth, it is not generally possible to tell exactly which tracks describe true ﬁber pathways
in an individual subject and which tracks are false positives. However, it
has been shown (Jones, 2008) that deterministic tractography is prone
to missing out existing connections and that probabilistic tractography
produces false positives. Potentially, plausibility tracking provides a reasonable compromise between false positive and false negative tracks.
This assumption is supported by the results on the phantom data.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of deterministic and probabilistic tractography with Plausibility Tracking. Plausibility tracking (right column) ﬁnds connections to a much wider range of areas than
deterministic streamlines (left column) and shows much smoother and less noisy pathways than probabilistic tractography (middle column). As expected, in many cases the most plausible pathways coincide with the deterministic streamlines. Tracks with a plausibility (according to the underlying dMRI data) lower than 0.85 are not shown. Arrows indicate the seed
regions. While the coloring of the plausibility tracking represents the plausibility values (according to the scale bar), the colors of the probabilistic and deterministic tractography results
indicate the local streamline orientation in standard RGB color-coding.

Plausibility tracking found more existing connections than most deterministic streamline methods of the FiberCup but was able to eliminate
false pathways.

Fig. 9 shows the probability distribution of plausibility values for the
computed connections. In most cases the method is able to ﬁnd very
plausible connections for the selected pathways in the brain. The peak
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Fig. 9. Distribution of the plausibility of connections with point in BA45, MC and PFC. The
graph shows a bi-modal distribution in all three examples.

at a plausibility of zero is due to the fact that the track's plausibility is set
to zero if the pathway leaves the white matter area even if only in a
small fraction of the path. This strict criterion has been set to follow
the premise that it is better to eliminate some correct tracks rather
than accept questionable ones. To ensure comparability, the same plausibility threshold was used for all connections (0.85). With this threshold, a relatively small fraction of tracks is excluded (Fig. 9).
To compare direction dependent indices derived from CSD, plausibility tracking was applied to the ILF of all subjects. The ILF was deﬁned
by its end regions according to (Mori et al., 2008) and initialized with
ﬁve control points evenly distributed on the pathway. Tracks with a
plausibility value less than 0.75 were considered as implausible and excluded from the analysis. Fig. 10 shows the plausible tracks of the ILF
color coded with their plausibility value.
In order to get an impression of the distribution of plausibility values
within the pathway, Fig. 11 shows the probability densities of the track's
plausibility values per subject. For some connections (0.4% in children
and 1.7% in adults) the optimizer was not able to ﬁnd a plausible pathway within the white matter area, but the majority of tracks reach a
plausibility of more than 0.75. The strong bimodal distribution of plausibility values as visualized in Fig. 10 clearly shows that the optimizer
is either able to ﬁnd a very plausible pathway or fails completely,
which makes it easy to decide which tracks one can trust. Only very
few connections show intermediate plausibility values. In order to

Fig. 11. Distribution of plausibility values plotted for the ILF of all subjects.

suppress questionable tracks, only those with a plausibility of at least
0.75 were considered for further analysis.
Describing microstructural properties using Bingham derived indices
To show an example application of the presented method, indices
derived from the fODF via Bingham functions are mapped onto an
inter-hemispheric pathway between left and right BA45 that shows
parallel, crossing and fanning ﬁbers as shown in Fig. 12. As expected,
FD and FF of this pathway are highest within the corpus callosum (CC),
decrease to a minimum where they cross the SLF and the corona radiata
(CR) and increase again slightly in the BA45 regions. We can assume
that the compact ﬁber conﬁguration in the corpus callosum widens in
the crossing area to allow ﬁbers from SLF and CR to intersect. Accordingly, FF decreases because not all ﬁbers in this area belong to the ﬁber bundle of interest. In the gyri, FD and FF increase again as the ﬁber bundle
compacts. Still, FD and FF do not reach the same level as in the corpus
callosum as short association ﬁbers and other gyral connections consume space. The value of FS supports this observation as it increases in
the transition areas of different ﬁber densities. Coming from the CC,
ﬁbers are fanning out to intersect with the crossing-ﬁber bundles. The
increase of FS in the middle of the CC may be explained with partial
voluming with the septum pellucidum.
Comparing indices between groups

Fig. 10. Pathway of the left ILF modeled by plausibility tracking in one subject, overlaid to a
sagittal slice of a FA map through the left occipital cortex. The tracks with a plausibility
value greater than 0.75 are shown and color coded with their individual plausibility value.

In a second experiment, Bingham derived indices are used in a group
comparison study and placed in relation to indices of the diffusion
tensor. All indices are mapped onto the individual pathways of the ILF
(see Fig. 13) and accumulated separately for statistical evaluation.
In Fig. 14, Bingham derived indices (FD, FS and FF) and tensor
derived indices (FA, AD, RD) are plotted as group medians along the
left ILF from the temporal pole to the occipital region. The curves of FD
and FA are remarkably similar, thus suggesting that the main factor
inﬂuencing the FA in this region is the density of ﬁbers in the main bundle. Consequently, they show a signiﬁcant difference between children
and adults at the same location on the pathway (as indicated by green
shading). This signiﬁcant difference emerges where ﬁbers of the inferior
fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF) and a transcallosal ﬁber bundle join the
ILF within the temporal lobe, which can be seen nicely in Fig. 15.
Along the ILF, RD appears to be signiﬁcantly higher in the group of
children than in the adults within the anterior half of the ILF, which
could be interpreted as areas of increased crossing and/or fanning of
ﬁbers compared to adults. The difference in AD is an observation that
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Fig. 12. Indices along the inter-hemispheric connection between left and right BA45, overlaid to a coronal slice of an FA map. It can be seen that FD (a) and FF (b) are highest in the corpus
callosum and they show lowest values in the crossing areas. It is evident that FS (c) increases in the areas where the density of ﬁbers changes. As a reference, the plot (d) also shows the
values of FA which are quite similar to FD. Exemplary fODFs with different ﬁber conﬁgurations are visualized as glyphs in (a).

is probably impossible to interpret in this context. In contrast, indices FS
and FF provide a little more solid ground for a hypothesis about the ﬁber
conﬁguration in this area. All along the temporal lobe where the ILF
interacts with the IFOF and the transcallosal ﬁbers, FS is higher
in children than in adults suggesting that the ﬁbers are spreading
more in the younger subjects than in the adults. One possible reason

for this effect might be the pruning of connections that are not well
aligned with the ILF. In the area where group differences of FD and FA
become obvious, another effect seems to dominate the ﬁber conﬁguration: FF is signiﬁcantly higher in adults compared to children, which
suggests that the ILF maturates later than the crossing-ﬁber bundles in
this area.

Fig. 13. Indices mapped onto the ILF pathway of a representative subject. a) Fiber density (FD); b) Fiber fraction (FF); c) Fiber spread (FS); d) Fractional anisotropy (FA).
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Fig. 14. Different indices sampled along the ILF. The median values are plotted separately for children (red) and adults (blue) from temporal (x = 0) to occipital (x = 80). The shaded red
and blue areas show the variation within the groups, computed as 2 MAD (Median Absolute Deviation). The areas highlighted in green indicate signiﬁcant differences between the groups
(p b 0.05, corrected).

Discussion
Summary
We propose a new tractography method, called Plausibility Tracking,
and demonstrate that it is able to reliably track different ﬁber bundles

on phantom data as well as in the human brain. Plausibility tracking
provides the most plausible pathway, modeled as a smooth spline
curve, between two locations in the brain. The initialization based on
probabilistic tractography keeps the computational cost low. The plausibility of a connection is deﬁned by the accordance of the track's directions with the local directions and their uncertainties measured with
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Fig. 15. Fiber bundles interacting with the ILF within the temporal lobe. Tracks of deterministic streamline tractography that cross the ROI (yellow) are visualized together
with the plausibility tracks of the ILF (red, transparent) and the planes that separate the
sections of the atlas (gray disks).

dMRI. Plausibility tracking combines the more complete connectivity
pattern provided by probabilistic tractography techniques with smooth
tracks that are globally optimized using the ﬁber orientation density
function and hence is relatively robust against local noise and error
propagation. Most importantly, the smooth curve of plausibility tracking and the optimization to the most plausible pathway make it suitable
for demanding applications like tract-based analysis with ﬁber bundle
speciﬁc indices. To demonstrate this, we developed a framework to
compare direction dependent indices derived from dMRI across subjects. Deﬁned through ﬁtting a Bingham function to the fODFs generated
with CSD, FD, FS and FF are ﬁber bundle speciﬁc indices that are compared to tensor derived indices. Plausibility tracking is used to obtain
reliable local directions in the ﬁber bundles. We showed that the proposed method allows for a more speciﬁc interpretation of the white
matter's microstructure compared to rotationally invariant indices
derived from the diffusion tensor.
Plausibility tracking
In contrast to previously published methods of curve ﬁtting (Jbabdi
et al., 2007; Tuch, 2002), plausibility tracking is initialized by probabilistic tractography that produces a good estimate of the initial spline
parameters. With this initialization, a fast gradient descent algorithm
can be used and ﬁnds the global optimum very quickly. Outliers from
the initial probabilistic tractography have little impact on the outcome
of the ﬁnal Plausibility Tracking, as a two stage ﬁlter is implicitly implemented. First, multiple probabilistic tracks are required to initialize a
pathway so that connections with low probability (i.e., with very few
probabilistic tracks) are ignored. Second, the estimation of the spline
parameters acts as a ﬁlter itself because connections that are implausible in the light of the diffusion data obtain a low plausibility value and
are removed. Additional post-processing methods like the recently
introduced spherical-deconvolution informed ﬁltering of tractograms
(SIFT) (Smith et al., 2013) could be applied.
The measure of plausibility is based solely on the agreement with
the direction and uncertainty of one of the peaks described by the
local model, although the optimization process uses additional terms
regarding curvature constraints and control point distribution. In this
sense, plausibility denotes how well the local directions can be explained by the local model and assumes that the local model describes
the underlying ﬁber conﬁguration completely. In practice, this requirement is not fulﬁlled and can never be fully fulﬁlled due to technical
limitations and the indirect estimation of the fODF (Jones et al., 2013).
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However, the model has been regarded accurate enough to evaluate
properties of differences in white matter tissue (Raffelt et al., 2012).
On the other hand, the framework proposed here can be applied to
any type of higher order local model.
Another assumption that has direct inﬂuence on the plausibility has
been made regarding the smoothness of the pathway. This smoothness
is introduced by modeling the pathway by a spline curve with a limited
number of control points and forcing the optimizer to avoid sharp
bends. Modeling axonal pathways with a smooth curve might appear
questionable, as axons cannot be expected to always follow a smooth
curve but may show abrupt changes in direction in certain areas. On
the other hand, although dMRI is performed at reasonably high resolution, it still summarizes the signal of thousands of axons within one
voxel. Hence, the ‘true’ axonal pathway is out of reach of dMRI and
the assumption of smoothness refers to the average path of thousands
of axons. The method presented here uses a global constraint for
smoothness in the whole brain, which is a compromise that prevents
implausible bends, but still allows modeling of curved pathways. Within
the framework, it would also be possible to create an atlas with expected local curvature angles and adapt the constraint for smoothness
locally.
In order to reduce partial volume and obtain more detailed information about separate local ﬁber directions one may consider employing
latest ultra-high ﬁeld MR scanners with resolution-optimized protocols
as introduced by Heidemann et al. (2010, 2012). When using higher
spatial resolution data, the number of control points that deﬁne the
spline can be increased accordingly.
The track's global plausibility value is computed as the average of all
local plausibility values sampled along the pathway. The effect that this
simple deﬁnition has on local deviations from the optimal direction can
be compensated for by sections with good directional accordance with
the local model. Accordingly the track's length does not have an impact
on its plausibility value. Compensating for locally implausible situations
poses the risk of constructing pathways that are biologically impossible
like taking a shortcut through non-white matter areas. In order to prevent these cases, a strict criterion has been set to disregard any pathway
that leaves white matter.
A visual comparison with other methods of tractography was performed based on a phantom with synthetic ﬁbers (Fillard et al., 2011),
where the ground truth of the ﬁber pathways is known. It showed
that plausibility tracking provides similar results to the two best
methods in the FiberCup competition. Plausibility tracking was able to
track 15 out of 16 pathways as expected. The one track that did not follow the real ﬁber pathway failed already in the process of initialization.
In that case, most of the probabilistic tracks followed the same false
route as the probabilistic tracks shown in the supplementary material
of the publication related to the FiberCup (Fillard et al., 2011), although
different methods of probabilistic tractography (Behrens et al., 2007;
Tournier et al., 2012) have been used.

TBA in contrast to other white matter mapping methods
Standard mapping methods like voxel-based analysis (VBA) (Ashburner
and Friston, 2000) and region or atlas-based analysis (Faria et al., 2010;
Snook et al., 2007) are able to handle only rotationally invariant indices.
Also the tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
fslwiki/TBSS) method (Smith et al., 2006) has originally been developed
to analyze indices derived from the diffusion tensor, but has been extended
by Jbabdi and colleagues (Douaud et al., 2011; Jbabdi et al., 2010) to handle
direction dependent partial volume fractions (PVF) and, potentially, indices
of other crossing-ﬁber models. Raffelt et al. (2012) perform a voxel-based
comparison of the ﬁber orientation density at 200 sampled orientations.
All these methods indicate the location in the brain where differences
between groups occur, but they do not directly show which ﬁber pathways
or connections are affected or what the anatomical discrepancy might be.
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While with TBSS and VBA the whole brain is analyzed by default,
only distinct pathways are evaluated with TBA. This can be done by
either ﬁrst mapping the index values onto the ﬁber tracts and then
transforming the tracts to a common coordinate system to allow a
voxel-wise comparison between brains without interpolation effects
(Ros et al., 2012) or by parameterizing the tractography streamlines
along their arc length and summarizing the indices according to their
position between the two regions of interest. The difﬁculty with the
latter approach is that the deﬁnition of correspondences along the
tract is not trivial. Several solutions to this have been proposed (Colby
et al., 2012; Corouge et al., 2006; Gong et al., 2005; O'Donnell et al.,
2009) that all measure absolute or relative distances, either on some
central line or on all streamlines. As many ﬁber tracts in the brain
have a rather sheet-like appearance, Yushkevich et al. (2008) model
sheet-like tracts by medial representation to reduce data dimensionality
and average tensor-based features onto the medial representation. For
the method presented here, the user not only has to choose a pathway
of interest, but also, if it does not already exist, create a suitable atlas.
The advantage of this slightly more laborious approach is that one
obtains more speciﬁc information on distinct ﬁber bundles even
where they are intersected by more dominant ones.
TBSS is based on a skeleton of maximal FA and therefore inadequately represents areas with characteristically low FA, such as crossing. In
addition, the limitation to the center line of the white matter with maximal FA gives rise to a bias in the estimated bundle properties. VBA on
the other hand does not explicitly concentrate on high FA values, but
comes along with a strong smoothing that is prone to hiding local variances in the tissue's structure and changes the statistics (Jones et al.,
2005). In contrast, the TBA method proposed in this article reduces
smoothing to a minimum (caused by motion correction), keeping the
individual data as unbiased as possible. It allows the analysis of connections realized through minor ﬁber bundles as well as the major tracts
and separates the dMRI information from different tracts. In contrast
to previously published methods of TBA (Colby et al., 2012; Corouge
et al., 2006; Lebel et al., 2008), our method allows us to analyze direction
dependent indices along the tract that, as has been shown, have the
potential to give more speciﬁc information about the underlying ﬁber
structure than rotationally invariant indices.
Mapping of indices
It is common standard in TBA to pool index values according to the
parameterization along the pathway (Colby et al., 2012; Corouge et al.,
2006). The atlas-based deﬁnition of supporting planes, as described in
this paper, increases the comparability between subjects as the spatial
normalization process for the atlas takes characteristics in the individual
anatomies into account. Due to the fact that only the atlas is transformed
to the individual space and not the diffusion data or index maps themselves, no smoothing artifacts from interpolation are expected.
Tensor based indices, such as fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity
(MD), axial diffusivity (AD) and radial diffusivity (RD) (Basser, 1995; Song
et al., 2002) have been used prevalently in a large number of neuroimaging studies. The diffusion tensor is, strictly speaking, not suitable to model
voxels within crossing-ﬁber regions (Alexander et al., 2001, 2002; Tuch
et al., 2002). Nonetheless, such indices have been used to gain insight
into a wide range of brain diseases and cognitive faculties (see Jones
et al., 2013 for a review). This has been possible because FA is indeed
very sensitive to changes or anomalies in the brain's white matter.
On the other hand, the measure is not very speciﬁc and does not reveal
unambiguously which microstructural constellation leads to a certain
value. Jbabdi et al. (2007) illustrate elegantly the challenge faced when
attempting to interpret a change in FA in crossing-ﬁber regions. See also
the review by Jones et al. (2013) for a critical discussion. More sophisticated scalar measures can be based on advanced local models, such as the
generalized fractional anisotropy (Tuch, 2002), but also these indices
cannot distinguish between the contributions of different ﬁber bundles.

In the present study, direction dependent indices, as recently introduced by Riffert et al. (under review), were used to identify properties
of the white matter structure. Fitting a Bingham function into the
peaks of the fODF is an elegant way to obtain direction dependent indices from CSD. Even if the Bingham function does not always ﬁt perfectly
to the fODF, Riffert et al. (under review) showed that the error of the
derived indices is within acceptable limits. These indices assume that
the general tissue properties are constant within the white matter and
that the only parameter that changes is the angular ﬁber density.
While this assumption might be considered as fulﬁlled in healthy
subjects, it becomes questionable in cases of diseases where the tissue
structure is inﬂuenced by loss of myelin, edema or other factors.
Computing local deconvolution kernels for every voxel might be the
solution, but it would require some independent information on the
ﬁber properties.
We showed that indices based on Bingham functions have more
explanatory power than the widely used tensor indices. They are
based on a single-b-value recording scheme that is suitable for a wide
range of research facilities and clinical setups. However, in the framework proposed here, other types of indices can also be used. In fact,
the full potential of the presented method will unfold when additional
indices based on models like CHARMED (Assaf et al., 2004) and the
axon diameter distribution (Assaf et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011a,
2011b) are used, which embody a more complete sampling of the diffusion propagator might bring even more insights into myelination or
axonal diameter distribution. The other important route to improvement, especially for the tractography part of the framework, may be
the increase of spatial resolution, which reduces partial volume effects
(Heidemann et al., 2012). It also might be possible to combine information from the pathway's shape, like the area of cross-section, with the
axonal density to estimate the actual number of axons along the
pathway.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2014.01.002.
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